
BALANCED AND BEAUT IFUL .
ARROYO - AN ORIGINAL NEW HARDWARE COLLECTION BY WILLIAM HARVEY.

ARROYO is the work of the amazing designer and thought leader William Harvey. 
Since 1989 Harvey’s objects have permeated the culture and influenced the interior 
design world. First known for introducing completely beautiful, handcrafted and 
sophisticated objects at New York’s prestigious Accent on Design show, his work 
was quickly taken up by in-the-know consumers, design professionals and the press. 
His original ideas influenced a generation of young designers and not too 
surprisingly inspired countless imitators! 

ARROYO is an elegant new series of cabinet knobs and pulls for Du Verre Hardware. 
Its simple geometry implies luxury and ease. The slim channels that define ARROYO’S 
silhouette are reminiscent of the incredible man made water channels that you find 
all over the world in architecture and in the most beautiful gardens. Arroyo in nature 
is a creek or natural ravine that channels water during the rainy season. Both scenes 
conjure up poetry for the senses.

ARROYO is available in four sizes and three finishes; Satin Nickel, Oil Rubbed Bronze 
and for the first time White! 

Du Verre Hardware is a leader in quality and original design for contemporary cabinet 
hardware. With an outstanding roster of award winning designers, Du Verre Hardware 
collections are an indispensable resource for design loving consumers and profession-
als alike. Du Verre Hardware can be found in some of the most beautiful interiors being 
created today.

Du Verre Hardware is environmentally friendly. The cabinet hardware is made from 
recycled aluminum and is compatible with LEED objectives. All items are in stock for 
quick shipping. Du Verre ships around the world.

For more information about ARROYO or any of Du Verre Hardware’s other collections 
please contact us at 1-888-388-3773 or www.duverre.com.
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